ABSTRACT. In this paper, using the concept of a generalized Feynman integral, we define a generalized Fourier-Feynman transform and a generalized convolution product. Then for two classes of functionals on Wiener space we obtain several results involving and relating these generalized transforms and convolutions. In particular we show that the generalized transform of the convolution product is a product of transforms. In addition we estabhsh a Parseval's identity for functionals in each of these classes.
Both the FFT and the convolution product are defined in terms of a Feynman integral. In this paper we use the concept of the generalized Feynman integral, introduced by Chung, Park and Skoug in [6] and further developed in [7] , to define a generalized FFT(GFFT) and a generalized convolution product (GCP).
In section 3 we establish several results involving and relating the GFFT and the GCP for functionals F and G in the Banach algebra oY introduced by Cameron and [8]. In sections 4 and 5 we obtain similar results for a class A(nP)" of tame Storvick in functionals. In particular we estabhsh a Parseval's identity for functionals in each of these two classes.
In defining the FFT [1, 2, 3] 
ii) When h 1 on [0,T], then Z(x,t) x(t) and so the GFFT and the GCP reduce to tlte ordinary Fourier-Feynman transform and convolution product [4] .
The following well-known Wiener integration formula
is used several times in sections 3 and 5.
We conclude this section with a theorem which play a key role in sections 3 and 5.
THEOREM 2.1. If TA(F), TA(G and TA(F,G)A exist for A > 0, then
PROOF. For > 0, using (2.4) and (2.7) we see that 
Again, (3.5) follows from (3.6) in the usual way by analytic continuation in A.
Our next theorem shows that the GFFT of the GCP is a product of GFFT's. Iz(x,-)]
Iz (x,.) (TP)(F)) 9 ($P)(G)) ]m(dx) 
S exp(-;i-gh2(t)[v(t)-w(t)] dt)df(v)dg(w). L[O,T] and so setting
Next for A > 0, we see that
But the last expression above is a continuous function of A on {: + we obtain that anf q
Now (3.10) and (3.11) together yield (3.9). In this section we don't need the added condition that h e L(R)[0,T]; we only need require that h e L2[0,T ]. We will however, for convenience, assume that h is such that 0 a(t0) < a(tl) < < a(tn) _ a().
For if a(tj_l) a(tj) for some j, then in equation (4.4) below we would simply carry out the integration with repe to vj before making the substitution (4.5). for all real q 0.
We also have the following transform theorems. (1) and G /i(2) Then for all real q 0.
Let F /i n n iii) ('2)(F*G)q)(y): ('r:l) (:F))(y/ ("r2) (,))(H.
() W:hen :for .11 real q 0, Let F, G /in (T2)(,C,)q)(,) _-(,rl)())(Hm(,rl)(G))(y/G ).
We will finish this section by estabhshing a Parseval's relation for functionals F and 
